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what then will replace famine, plague, and war at the top of the human agenda we cannot stop the march of history, but we can influence its direction. if the entire human population lives in developed nations, how much better off will we be? is that what we want? would we be better off living in prehistoric
style tribal groups with lower population densities? and if not, what should our sustainable minimum population be? or can we get along with less people? which projects will we undertake? how can we protect this fragile world from our own destructive powers? could we avert the worst conditions of the long

suffering? how would we decide what to save? where do we go from here and how can we protect this fragile world from our own destructive powers? how do we make sense of competing visions? and which dreams and nightmares will we bequeath to our descendants what is our moral responsibility and
ethical obligation to future generations? what should the quality of life be, and what are the limits of human possibilities? how do we protect the environment? in the modern world this requires balancing two very different priorities. should we study and preserve nature's wonders for our grandchildren? or

should we focus mainly on creating a high quality of life for the present? how do you balance these two sides of the coin? this book is a challenge to transcend our present biases and consider new possibilities with our children's and grandchildren's lives as well as our own. it's a challenge to rethink our
future the planet we currently inhabit is a living, breathing organism in a tamed and human-managed cosmos, and it's had a history of its own. it's over 11.5 billion years old and has weathered multiple great changes.
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seven and a half billion people from every race, culture, religion, and profession around the world will
be alive on the planet at the end of the twenty-first century. so how will that many diverse people

collaborate to solve our problems? will they lead yet another revolution, or will they choose the
impossible project of changing human nature? throughout this book, i look into this question of

whether we humans are doomed to repeat history or whether we can shape the future, for better or
for worse. humanity might be on the brink of becoming a relic, a faddist phenomenon destined to
disappear after its curious success. one way or the other, all of humanity will live on long after we

are gone, and within a few decades the total number of people alive will be tens of billions. in other
words, the number of individual humans is expected to change radically. how will our evolving

species deal with such a grand population shift? will we build a large world state? will we split into
many nations, races, and sects? will we stay more tribal? or will we merge into a single, worldwide
civilization? in this book, i look at our ability to change the past and reshape the future. i present
what i believe to be the best possible future for humankind, and i have a lot of tough and strong

opinions. but what keeps me awake at night is not in some fatalistic fear of not being able to imagine
better worlds. instead, i am worried about the new world i do not want to bring about. i worry about
homo deus having an unhappy ending, and i dislike the new world i would like to create. 5ec8ef588b
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